
 
 

Fabric Requirements: 

 

Background and borders:  ½ yard 

Orange and black strips: 12-  1 ½  x 18-inch strips of each black and orange. (Go through 

your stash baskets or fat quarters.) 

Backing Fabric:  40 x 18 

Sashing:  either ¼ yard if using a solid sashing, or just use your orange and black strips. 

 

Piecing the Strip Sets: 

 Using your 24- 1½ x 18 inch orange and black strips:  sew units of three, alternating 

Orange/Black/ Orange, and Black/Orange/Black.  Make 4 sets of each color way. 

 

 
 

The strip sets should measure 3 ½ x 18 inches. 

 



Piecing The Blocks: 

First we are going to make 3 nine-patch blocks for the middle of the blocks.  Cut enough 

1 ½ inch strips from your strip sets to make 3 nine patches.  They should measure 3 ½ 

inches square. 

 
Cut 2-  3 ½ inch squares off of each of your orange/black/orange strip sets.  Cut 1- 3 ½ 

inch square off of each of your black/orange/black strip sets. 

 

From your background fabric cut:   

one 5-½ inch strip. 

 From this strip:  cut 3- 5 ½ inch squares cut twice on the diagonal for setting 

triangles. 

 
    

 one strip 3 inch strip 

 From this strip: cut 6 – 3 inch squares cut once on the diagonal for corner 

triangles. 

 
Using your setting triangles, Orange/Black/Orange 3 ½ inch squares, and nine patches 

with black on the corners lay out your blocks and sew into rows. 

 
 

 

 



Then sew on your 4 corner triangles. 

 
 

Repeat with the Black/Orange/Black 3 ½ inch squares and nine patch with orange on the 

corners to make the remaining block. 

 

Blocks should be 9 inches square unfinished. 

 

Sashing and Borders 

From your sashing fabric cut 1 ½ inch strips, or play around with 1 ½ inch strips cut off 

of your remaining strip sets to make sashing. 

From your Background/Border fabric cut 2 ½ inch strips 

 

 
Quilt, bind, and enjoy! 

 

 


